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Abstract—The error-pattern correcting code (EPCC) is a code
designed to correct frequently observed error cluster patterns of
the intersymbol interference (ISI) channel. This paper focuses on
developing theoretical understanding of the performance of serial
concatenation of the EPCC with an outer recursive systematic
convolutional code (RSCC) in ISI channel environments. To
analyze the performance of this EPCC-RSCC concatenation, an
upper union bound on the maximum-likelihood (ML) bit-error
rate (BER), averaged over all possible interleavers, is derived
which offers crucial insights into the error floor behavior of the
matching turbo decoder. The ML bound is also used to compare
the performance of EPCC-RSCC to that of a stand-alone RSCC in
serial concatenation to precoded and nonprecoded ISI channels.
This comparison shows that by targeting the low Hamming-weight
interleaved errors of the RSCC, which result in low Euclidean
distance error events in the channel detector, EPCC-RSCC exhibits a much lower BER floor compared to conventional schemes,
especially for high rate applications and short interleaver lengths.
The error rate performance of an iterative suboptimal turbo
equalizer (TE), called TE-EPCC, is also demonstrated to converge
close to the ML bound at high SNR.
Index Terms—Dominant error patterns, error pattern correcting code, error weight enumerator, intersymbol interference,
list decoding, maximum-likelihood bit error rate bound, recursive systematic convolutional code, turbo equalization, uniform
interleaver.

I. INTRODUCTION
URBO CODES have become immensely popular in facilitating communication rates close to channel capacity.
Soon after its inception [1], the turbo code principle was used to
eliminate the effect of intersymbol interference (ISI) through the
technique that has been called turbo equalization [2], [3]. Since
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then, the term turbo equalization has been used to refer to any
technique that combines soft-in soft-out (SISO) decoding of an
error correction code with SISO channel detection through iterative exchanging of soft information [3]–[5]. Codes that have
been used in this setup include convolutional codes (CC), lowdensity-parity check (LDPC) codes, and turbo product codes
(TPC). In this work we focus on turbo equalization based on
the convolutional code.
The original turbo code is based on parallel concatenated convolutional codes (PCCCs) separated by an interleaver, for which
the joint probability of two codes generating low Euclidean distance error events is shown to be considerably reduced by the
action of the uniform interleaver [6]. This in effect improves
the overall system bit-error-rate (BER) in the low-to-medium
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) region. The PCCCs are decoded
by iterative exchange of soft information between the a posteriori probability (APP) processors matched to the constituent
recursive systematic convolutional codes (RSCCs) [7]. A turbo
equalizer composed of a PCCC soft decoder and a channel detector was discussed in [8]. A simpler serial concatenation of a
single RSCC and a precoder through an interleaver was found to
perform just as well in [9] for wireless communication applications, and in [10] and [11] for magnetic recording applications.
A precoder combined with the ISI channel behaves as a recursive rate-1 convolutional code [3], [12]. This combination resembles the serially concatenated convolutional codes (SCCCs),
which were shown to perform better in terms of BER when the
inner constituent code is recursive [13]. The function of a precoder is to reduce the frequency of low to medium Euclidean
distance errors in the error weight spectrum of nonprecoded TEs
[14], the phenomenon called “spectral thinning.” This results in
a lower waterfall BER in the low to medium SNR region, but
fails to improve the floor BER in the high SNR region. To improve the BER in both SNR regions, the concatenation of an
inner cyclic code, called the the error-pattern correcting code
(EPCC) [15], [16], and an outer RSCC through a bit interleaver,
was recently considered in [17] for magnetic recording. Error
pattern correction (EPC) coding is designed to correct the most
probable error events at the output of the ISI-channel-matched
sequence detector. Since EPCCs maintain a substantial error
correction power while having a very high code rate, the hope
is that the redistribution of redundancy between the EPCC and
the outer RSCC would improve overall system performance.
The main contribution of this paper is to provide theoretical understanding of how the error weight spectrum is affected
by the presence of the channel-matched EPCC in the EPCCRSCC serial concatenation, and to develop necessary insights
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into the proper design of the EPCC in this setup. We show how
an EPCC can induce a drastic improvement in the frequency of
low-weights in the error spectrum of the coded channel output,
which leads to a much lower error floor compared to conventional TEs. To understand the error rate behavior of the EPCCRSCC concatenation, we rely on the union bound approach assuming the maximum-likelihood (ML) decoder and adopting
the well-established notion of the uniform interleaver [6]. The
derivation of the ML bound presented in this paper, however,
contains some elements unique to the study of the EPCC. While
in previous methodologies all error events are treated the same,
we distinguish error events in our derivation according to their
contribution to the BER, and this distinction unveils the mechanism by which the EPCC achieves a dramatic spectral thinning
without being a recursive inner code. Specifically, the Euclidean
distance distribution modified by the EPCC is evaluated, and
it is shown how the distribution is truncated for low Euclidean
distances by the action of the EPCC for different multiple error
correction capabilities. Furthermore, we provide single sum expressions of the ML BER as a function of the Hamming weight
distribution of the outer RSCC, and in the case of more than one
EPCC codewords per interleaver block, we provide an efficient
evaluation method based on multinomial theory. Also, the parameter corresponding to the interleaver size raised to integer
powers is isolated in the expressions of the derived ML bound,
and this provides valuable insight into the interleaver gain of the
EPCC as compared to that of the channel precoding.
Although interleavers function differently to achieve turbo
gain in precoded and EPCC-based TEs, they are essential in the
operation of both systems. In a precoded TE, the interleaver increases the average length of low Hamming-weight errors, and
since longer errors result in larger average Euclidean distance
errors, this improves the waterfall BER. In the EPCC-enhanced
nonprecoded TE, the interleaver breaks large Hamming-weight
single error events into multiple dibit error events with high
probability. Then, since all multiple occurrences of the targeted
dibit error events belong to the dominant error class, they are
correctable by an EPCC of suitable multiple error correction capability.
The derivation of the upper bound on ML BER is based on a
few assumptions that have already been employed in the related
literature [6], [14], [18]. First, the bound is based on the notion
of a uniform interleaver, which essentially averages out the effect of good and bad instantaneous interleavers on the bound.
The implication of this assumption on the analytic BER bound
is that the particular choice of the practical interleaver is not
a factor in the turbo system comparison herein. Second, the
derivation of the bound presumes a maximum-likelihood decoder, which falls short of accurately describing the iterative
turbo gain that is more pronounced at lower to medium SNR.
Note that the analysis of turbo code performance at this lower
SNR region remains largely an open problem. Incidentally, our
proposed approach here based on probabilistic correction of low
Euclidean distance errors is designed to work in the floor region
where the bound is accurate. Finally, the bound assumes that
coded bits that go through the ISI channel are independent and
identically distributed (i.i.d.), which becomes a more realistic
approximation when the overall code rate is high [14].

Though the analysis here focuses on deriving an upper bound
on the ML BER of the EPCC-RSCC concatenation, an ML decoder will be prohibitively complex to implement. Thus, to validate the ML bound analysis, we run bit error rate simulation
of a suboptimal iterative decoder that converges close to the
ML bound if carefully designed. In this suboptimal design, the
EPCC decoder works iteratively with the outer RSCC decoder to
correct low Euclidean distance errors at the output of the channel
detector. This is compared to using the rate-1 precoder at the
encoder side to prevent these errors from occurring in high frequency, but without eliminating them entirely.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section II we review the
main concepts of EPC code construction and decoding based
on its algebraic properties; we also present EPCC design examples that we later use in the simulation of Section VI. In
Section III we summarize the encoder and suboptimal iterative
decoder components of the conventional precoded and non precoded TEs (based on stand-alone RSCC) and of EPCC-RSCC
concatenation. Section IV analyzes the ML BER performance of
EPCC-RSCC and stand-alone RSCC based on the overall error
weight spectrum of the coded channel. Furthermore, this section
discusses an efficient method to evaluate the BER bound based
on multinomial theory, assuming a single EPCC codeword per
interleaver block. Section V highlights the main contribution
of this paper: we explain the gains of the EPCC-RSCC over
stand-alone RSCC in terms of the improved interleaver gain exponents of lower Euclidean distance errors. The numerical results presented in Section VI corroborate our claims in a variety
of channel conditions for a combination of decoder design parameters. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper.
II. REVIEW OF THE ERROR-PATTERN-CORRECTING CODE
The cyclic codes described in [16] are based on construction
that gives rise to distinct synof a generator polynomial
drome sets for each targeted dominant error pattern. It has been
can be obtained from the irreducible
shown that such a
factors of the polynomial representations of the dominant error
patterns. Furthermore, the code can be extended by introducing
, namely, a primitive polynomial that is
another factor in
[19]. This increases the code rate
not already a factor of
and codeword length, and also improves the single-error-pattern
correction accuracy.
We start by constructing a cyclic code targeting the set of
dominant error events

represented as polynomials on
. An error event type that
in a codeword of length
starts at position
is given by
. A syndrome of error
at position is defined as
, where
is the generator polynomial of the code, and
is the
for error
polynomial modulus operation. The syndrome set
contains elements corresponding to all cyclic shifts of
polynomial
in the codeword; the th and th elements
of are thus related by
. The period
of is defined as the smallest integer such that
[20].
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For unambiguous decoding of
and
,
. This design requirement constrains
we must have
to have distinct greatest common divisors with all
.
However, even if this constraint is satisfied, an element in can
still map to more than one position, i.e., the period of the syn—can be less than
, where
drome set—and period of
is equivalent to the polynomial order, which
the period of
is the smallest such that
divides
. Moreover, this
constraint is only sufficient but not necessary. Also, as shown in
that can yield distinct
[16], there may exist a lower degree
syndrome sets for the targeted error polynomials, resulting in a
is already
higher rate EPCC. A search method to find this
discussed in detail in [16] and [20].
We now describe the construction and properties of the EPCC
that will be deployed throughout the paper. We target the dominant error events of a generalized two tap ISI channel of the
, for which the dicode and PR1
form
to deviate from 1 is
channels are special cases. Allowing
useful for modelling practical recording channels [17]. When
is close to 1, the dominant errors are:
, etc., which
have the polynomial representations:
, etc., i.e., polynomials on
for which all powers of have nonzero coefficients.
For the purpose of designing EPCCs for use in the TE-EPCC,
the component EPCC code rate should be very high. To maintain a high rate, the EPCC codeword has to be extended in length
without proportionally increasing the number of parity bits required to achieve accurate single-error occurrence correction capability. Example EPCCs are shown next, and the syndrome set
periods of these codes are shown in Table I.
• (630, 616) EPCC: Targeting error polynomials up to degree 9, we get the generator polynomial
of period 30, via the search procedure in [16].
Choosing a codeword length of 30, 10 distinct, nonoverlapping syndrome sets are utilized to distinguish the 10 target
errors. However, the resulting (30, 22) EPCC has rate 0.73
which incurs a high rate penalty. By multiplying the base
EPCC generator polynomial by the primitive polynomial
, which is not a factor of any of the targeted
error polynomials, we obtain the extended generator poly,
nomial
which corresponds to the extended (630, 616) EPCC of rate
0.98, and 14 parity bits. Then, as shown in [16], syndrome
, and
have period 630 and thus can be
sets
decoded without ambiguity. On the other hand, syndrome
, and
have period 315, decoding to one
sets
of two positions. The worst would be of period 126, and
of period 63, which decode to 5 and 10 possible positions, respectively. Still, the algebraic decoder can quickly
shrink the number of possible error positions to a very few
positions by checking the data support, and then would
choose the one position with highest local reliability, which
is calculated using the channel observations and a priori
side information.
• Shortened (126, 112) EPCC: Shorter lower-rate EPCCs
can be obtained by shortening the (630, 616) EPCC. For
example, a (126, 112) EPCC of rate 0.89 can be derived this
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TABLE I
SYNDROME SET PERIODS OF VARIOUS EPCCS

way with all syndromes sets, excluding syndrome set
,
having period 126, and thus are decodable without ambiguity.
• (210, 199) EPCC: To obtain short EPCCs without jeopardizing the code rate through code shortening, we can
target fewer error patterns in the code design. Targeting
,
error polynomials up to degree 9, but excluding
we can extend the base generator polynomial
through its multiplication by the primitive
, which we could not use before
polynomial
because it is a factor of the polynomial representation of
. The resulting code is a (210, 199) EPCC of rate
0.95, 11 parity bits, and extended generator polynomial
.

III. RSCC AND EPCC CONCATENATION SCHEME
The concatenation of RSCC and the nonprecoded ISI channel
is shown in Fig. 1(i). In the encoder side, a feedback shift register encodes the data stream, which is interleaved before being
passed to the channel. The concatenation of the convolutional
code and the ISI channel can be viewed in the context of turbo
coding as a serial concatenation of an outer recursive code and
an inner rate-1 nonrecursive code through an interleaver. The
one-shot ML receiver for this concatenation is prohibitive in
complexity. However, a suboptimal polynomial-time iterativetype decoder can be designed based on the separation of detection and decoding. The separate APP decoder and APP detector
iteratively exchange soft bit decisions, with the error rate performance converging close to that of the combined ML solution at high SNR [13]. APP processing can be realized via the
soft output Viterbi algorithm (SOVA) [21]. A suboptimal iterative receiver can also be built using other APP processors, such
as the Bahl-Cocke-Jelinek-Raviv (BCJR) algorithm [22], or the
minimum mean squared error (MMSE) soft-in soft-out (SISO)
detector of [4], [5].
The BER gain in turbo equalization is most notable at low
SNRs, and plateaus rapidly as SNR increases resulting eventually in the error floor phenomenon. The gain at low SNR is further enhanced by including a rate-1 recursive component in the
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and the channel. On the other hand, an interleaver is essential
between the EPCC and the outer RSCC. A SISO decoder for the
EPCC is discussed in [20]. An EPCC SISO decoder that runs in
a TE setting is also discussed in [17].
IV. ML ERROR-RATE ANALYSIS OF EPCC-RSCC
CONCATENATION
In bounding the BER of EPCC-RSCC, we closely follow the
basic approach of [14], [23] to condition the probability of Euclidean distance at the ISI channel output on the Hamming distance between a pair of interleaved codewords. Our analysis
deviates from that of [14], [23] where we discuss classification of channel error patterns into dominant versus nondominant
classes. Also, to cover practical recording channels, we apply
the analysis to a slightly generalized two-tap channel of the form
. The dicode
and PR1
channels are spe. Given the BER established
cial cases corresponding to
as a function of the error Euclidean distance distribution of the
overall system, we argue for EPCC-RSCC’s enhanced performance by the virtue of its ability to reduce occurrence frequencies of low Euclidean distances.
Following the notations of [14], the ML union bound on the
word error rate of a block code of codebook size , of equally
is
likely codewords, and AWGN of zero mean and variance

(1)
Fig. 1. Block diagrams of: (i) the TE matched to the stand-alone RSCC without
precoding; (ii) the TE matched to the stand-alone RSCC with precoding; and
(iii) the TE-EPCC matched to the EPCC-RSCC concatenation.

path of the RSCC coded interleaved bit stream. This is shown
in Fig. 1(ii), and is called the precoded TE. The suboptimal iterative receiver is modified to account for precoding, where the
trellis of the SOVA is now matched to the recursive rate-1 coded
. By the action of the uniform interleaver, the fracchannel
tion of errors in the Hamming-weight error distribution of the
RSCC resulting in low Euclidean distance errors in the channel
trellis is greatly reduced. This, as a result, improves the BER at
low to medium SNRs, wherein the contribution of the reduced
profile of error Euclidean distances to the BER exceeds the minimum distance effect.
A markedly different approach is depicted in Fig. 1(iii). This
method is based on replacing the rate-1 precoder with a very
high rate EPCC that is designed to correct low Hamming-weight
errors that generate low Euclidean distance trellis errors. EPC
coding shifts the paradigm from constraining the occurrence of
low Euclidean distance errors to postdetection correction of a
large fraction of these errors.
precoder and the
channel can be
While the
jointly decoded/detected with no added complexity by matching
, it is impractical
the trellis to the combined coded channel
to realize a similar one-shot ML decoder of the channel and the
EPCC. Hence, in Fig. 1(iii) separate decoders of the channel and
the EPCC are implemented to construct the suboptimal iterative
receiver, and since the EPCC is matched to the ISI channel, no
interleaving should be present between its encoder (or decoder)

where and point to codewords separated by Euclidean distance
, and
is the noiseless channel output
different codewords for
corresponding to . If there are
which the corresponding noiseless channel outputs are at disfrom
, then we can write (1) as
tance

(2)

is the average number of codewords at Euclidean
where
from a codeword, with the distance measured at the
distance
channel output. The associated BER can be shown to be
(3)

where

is the number of information bits per codeword, and
is the average Hamming distance measured from an information word to competing information words located at
away, with the Euclidean distance measure based on noiseless
channel outputs of the corresponding codewords. As in [14], the
to the outer code
basic approach is to relate the function
and the error event charHamming weight enumerator
acteristics of the channel, but in our case the effect of the inner
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EPCC also comes into play through a modified
specialized to the set of channel error events that are not correctable by
the EPCC.
A. Error Event Analysis of the
Channel
A trellis section of the
channel with no precoding is
shown in Fig. 2. The branch label
signifies the coded input
bit to the channel and the corresponding channel output, respectively. Again, using the same notations as in [14], any error word
with Hamming weight
can be uniquely decomposed into disjoint error patterns (or error subevents)
, where the index signifies the position of the error
within the codeword block.
pattern of Hamming weight
Error patterns
, correspond to simple closed error
events on the trellis that diverge from and remerge into the correct path without sharing any of the states in between. The last
either remerges with the correct path (closed )
subevent
or remains diverged even after the boundary of the codeword
channel trellis,
has been reached (open ) [14]. In the
diverging branches result in a Euclidean distance separation of
1 each, while remerging branches result in a squared Euclidean
distance separation of each. Moreover, crossing branches ac, while parcumulate a squared distance separation of
. This means
allel branches accumulate a separation of
that parallel branches result in a lower Euclidean distance separation compared to crossing branches in the Euclidean distance
. Hence, two error pattern classes
distribution when
are distinguishable according to their accumulated Euclidean
distance. The first class, shown in Fig. 2(b), has a squared diswhere
tance
is the Hamming weight of the subevent , and
or
0 depending on the event being open or closed, respectively.
and is called the
This class of error patterns is denoted by
“dominant error class,” for which all branches, except for the
diverging and remerging ones, are parallel.
The dominant error class accounts for most of the channel
bit errors due to the low Euclidean distance between the correct and erroneous paths. On the other hand, the second class,
shown in Fig. 2(c), has both parallel and crossing branching, and
hence its members have squared Euclidian distance
, where
is the number of crossing branches. The second class contributes much less to the overall system BER, and thus we call
. By
it the “nondominant error class,” which is denoted by
the same line of reasoning, the two classes can also be defined
at
. The
for the PR1 channel, a special case of
only difference is that error events with all crossing branches

Fig. 2. (a) Trellis section for a nonprecoded two-tap ISI channel (1
A dominant error pattern. (c) A nondominant error pattern.

0 D). (b)

. The EPCC is capable of correcting
now generate the class
error words that are decomposable into disjoint error patterns
that all belong to the dominant error class, i.e.,
.
In order to evaluate the BER performance of EPC coding, we
need to find the new Euclidean distance distribution modified
by the EPCC. However, it would be easier to first find the Euclidean distance distribution before EPC is turned on, a case
leading to a simple generalization of the results given in [14].
We assume throughout that the code bit values at the channel
input are i.i.d. and equiprobable within each error subevent,
which is a valid assumption for a high rate code and is necessary to make statistical characterization of the Euclidean distance distribution at the channel output independent of the code
constraints [11], [14]. In an error word of Hamming weight
, a dominant error pattern
of length
contains no crossing branches and occurs with
. On the other hand, a nondominant error patprobability
of length and
crossing branches will have
tern
probability

. Therefore, the probability distri-

bution of
is given by (4), at the bottom of the page, which
is the conditional probability of an error word of Euclidean dis(at the channel output), given that its Hamming weight
tance

(4)
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is and it has
error pattern occurrences (at the interleaver
crossing branches.
output), boundary errors, and
trellis in Fig. 3, we note that a
For the precoded
bit error results in the divergence of a single error event that
remerges only on the occurrence of another bit error, while
all the trellis branches in between have zero Hamming weight
separation, whether crossing or parallel. We also note that an
decomposes into
closed single
error event with even
decomposes into
error subevents, while that with an odd
closed subevents and a single open subevent. Moreand
over, diverging and remerging branches have
, respectively, while parallel and crossing branches
and
, respectively. This
have
means that, by invoking the uniform interleaver assumption,
the probability of a single long error event of
producing a low average Euclidean distance error declines
exponentially in the interleaver size, since the probability of
an all parallel error event declines accordingly. The Euclidean
distance associated with an error word with multiple subevents
crossing branches, and total
of total Hamming weight
length is

Fig. 3. (a) Trellis section for a
precoded two-tap ISI channel (1
(b) Weight characterization of an error pattern.

inner codewords in each interleaved block, each of user-length
. The EPCC is assumed to be capable of correcting
occurrences per codeword provided that they all
up to
belong to the target set of correctable errors. The target set is
, where
is the maximum
. The errors in a
length of correctable error patterns in
RSCC error codeword of Hamming weight are mapped by
the uniform interleaver into all possible

leading to

(5)

B. Error Euclidean Distance Distribution of EPCC-RSCC
We now develop a method to construct the Euclidean
distance distribution of the error words for EPCC-RSCC as
applied to the ISI channel. Consider a serial concatenation
EPCC
of an EPCC and a RSCC of length . There are

0 D).

interleaved error

words with equal probability. The interleaved error word
EPCC codewords, each receiving error word
divides into
, of Hamming weights
. Each
of Hamming weight decomposes into
EPCC error word
disjoint error pattern occurrences. In the previous section, we
given the error
found the conditional probability
Hamming weight and the number of errors for a single codeword per interleaver block. To derive the Euclidean distance
codewords,
distribution for a codeword that is divisible into
we are also required to evaluate the conditional probability of
given the EPCC codeword Hamming
the decompositions
weights . The conditional Euclidean distance probability
distribution can be expanded as shown in (6), at the bottom of
EPCC codewords are disjoint
the page. Since errors in the

(6)
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(6) becomes
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),

(7)

in (7) is the
The joint conditional probability
probability of the interleaved error word , of Hamming weight
, mapping into the error word sequence
with assoout of all possible
ciated Hamming weight sequence
interleaved words, and is given by

(8)
Given that there are errors in EPCC codeword , there exists
ways by which the errors are distributed into
error pattern occurrences, each of length at least 1. Of these
occurrences,
can be either open or closed. An open error
event in this context lies on the boundary of the EPCC codeword’s data and parity fields. We will ignore the Euclidean distance growth due to errors in the parity fields, which will result
in a slightly pessimistic error rate expression for the proposed
EPCC-RSCC scheme, but this will allow us to proceed with
the analysis. We also assume a fixed initial state for all EPCC
codewords.
By examining the trellis we note that a boundary error
subevent contributes to the squared Euclidean distance sepaless than a closed subevent with identical length.
ration by
Furthermore, there are only

ways by which the

disjoint
error patterns of error word
can be arranged
in the current codeword , given the codeword has a boundary
error. Note that two disjoint error occurrences in the trellis
are separated by at least the error free distance of the channel,
ISI channels, and the number of
which equals 1 for
errors is computed given the fact
possible arrangements of
that the last error pattern occurs at the boundary. On the other
hand, assuming errors can occur on and off the boundary, the
total number of possible error pattern arrangements becomes
. We will further assume that open error subevents
have very low probability of extending into the data fields
of adjacent EPCC codewords, and hence, error events are
independent among different codewords.
open subevents per error word , there are
So, given
ways by which the

error patterns, composing

Fig. 4. Sketch of the method to derive T(d ).

, can be arranged in codeword . Since there are
possible error words

, we get

(9)

A pictorial depiction of the derivation method explained above
is shown in Fig. 4. Substituting (4), (9), and (8) into (7), we get
an expression for the distribution of error Euclidean distances
while EPC is turned off as

(10)
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TABLE II
INTERLEAVER GAIN OF RSCC WITH NO PRECODING VERSUS EPCC-RSCC, d

where we define

. In addition, the Euclidean distance

distribution can be decomposed into two components: a comassociated with RSCC error words that are
ponent
EPCC codewords, and the complimentary
correctable by the
component
associated with noncorrectable RSCC
error words. In this case, the Euclidean distance probability distribution of noncorrectable error words escaping EPCC-RSCC
is given by
(11)

= f1; 2; 3; 4g

To obtain the bound on the bit error probability, we need to
express the error Euclidean distance enumerators as a function
of the error Euclidean distance probability distribution given by
(11). We note that the average Euclidean distance enumerator
associated with the uncorrectable set of error words is given
by
(13)
while the average input Hamming distance to codewords at
is given by
squared Euclidean distance

while the correctable component is given by

(14)
where
represents the number of RSCC codewords of
weight , and
represents the average input Hamming
weight of RSCC codewords of weight , and are related by
(15)

(12)
where for the sake of simplicity, we assumed that EPCC codeword could correct an error word
if
, which
.
is actually a worst case scenario that occurs only if
(Note that the EPCC decoder in practice can correct multiple
error patterns whose combined Hamming weight could be
more than .) Although this assumption would reduce the
cardinality of the set of EPCC-correctable errors and loosen
the upper bound, it allows us to avoid a substantially more
complicated derivation.

is the number of codewords of weight that
where
originated from weight information words. Details on how to
find these marginal error weight enumerators can be found in
[24] for all the puncturing rates and encoder connection poly,
nomials that are used in this paper. By substituting
, given by (14), in (3), we get an
given by (13), and
upper bound on the average BER of EPCC-RSCC as function
of

(16)
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TABLE III
INTERLEAVER GAIN OF RSCC WITH NO PRECODING VERSUS EPCC-RSCC, d

In Appendix A we show how these bounds simplify in the
, i.e., employing one EPCC codeword
simple case when
per interleaver block. Also, we extend the BER bound derived
in [14] for the precoded dicode channel to the generalized case
. Finally, by using an exponential-type approximation
of the function, we show in Appendix A that the ML BER
bounds of the compared systems can be expressed as single
infinite sums over the Hamming weight of the RSCC error
word.
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= f5; 6g

and
are unbounded from above if EPC is
where
turned off. The advantage of this approach is that polynomial
multiplication, or the more general multinomial multiplication,
can be performed efficiently by symbolic manipulators, such as
Maple, speeding up the evaluation of (12) and (10). Utilizing the
compact, and easy-to-compute, probability enumerator, we can
now express the bound on the bit error rate of the EPCC-RSCC
as

C. Efficient Computation of the Euclidean Distance
EPCC
Enumerator for
A more compact and efficient method is derived here to evaluate the multiple summations in (12) and (10), which are used
to compute the BER bound in (16). We first define a probability
enumerator for codeword for all possible values of the parameters
and , which is given by the multinomial

(18)
(17)
where the
monomial term corresponds to the
case when there are no errors in the specified codeword, and
is the number of boundary subevents per codeword.
As a result, the probability enumerator for the entire interleaver
EPCC codewords is given by
block composed of

where the probability enumerator for
codewords is approximated by

for an EPCC of maximum correction power
and is the set of natural numbers.

correctable EPCC

per codeword,

V. INTERLEAVER GAIN EXPONENT OF EPCC-RSCC
given that only the weighterror words
composed of
disjoint error patterns can occur per EPCC codeword,

To gain insight into how EPC coding enhances TE performance in the asymptote of large interleaver size, we derive simpler analytic expressions of the bounds above that are direct
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functions of the interleaver size. For this, we limit our investigation to the dicode channel, for which the spectrum of the
,
Euclidean distance is comprised only of integer values of
and hence there are a fewer values that
can take in the lower
range of the spectrum. In turbo coding, the coefficients of the
error function for low Euclidean distances are an inverse function of the interleaver size, , leading to what is widely known
as the interleaver gain.
Below, we will argue for the advantage of incorporating an
EPCC as an inner code, by showing how it works to rapidly
well below zero, especially for
decrease the exponent of
low Euclidean distance errors. First, we isolate the term
in
the expression of ML BER for stand-alone RSCC and EPCCRSCC. The ML BER expression of the stand-alone RSCC for
is

where

is given by

(21)
For the sake of mathematical tractability, we study the interEPCC-RSCC, i.e., single EPCC
leaver gain exponent of
codeword per interleaver block. Utilizing the same approximations as above in the BER bound of EPCC-RSCC for
we get the expression

(22)
(19)
is the maximum Hamming-weight of error
where
words in the truncated RSCC distribution, where the truncation
is done such that thrown-out weights have little contribution to
the BER, as they will be associated with large negative ’s. To
produce an expression for the upper bound on BER with isolated
powers of while preserving the bound as an upper bound, we
replace the binomial in the denominator by the lower bound [13]

Moreover, to replace the binomial in the numerator with an
, we first exupper bound that is also a power of
press it as

and employ the upper bound [13]

These bounds are tight when is large and
holds true in our case. Also we can upper bound the

The expression in (22) is just the expression in (20) with those
terms that are correctable by EPC coding subtracted. By identifying the maximum exponent of the interleaver length in (22)
and (20), we can compare the asymptotic BER of stand-alone
RSCC and EPCC-RSCC in the limit of large interleaver size.
Assuming the minimum Hamming weight of the outer RSCC
code is 2, we show the maximum interleaver gain exponent
for the nonprecoded dicode channel concatenated with
per
RSCC and EPCC-RSCC
in
, in Table III for
,
Table II for
. We also list for each , the genand in Table IV for
,
erating error patterns and their corresponding parameters
and . In addition, under each interleaver gain, we list in paren,
thesis the corresponding multiplicative coefficient
relating to the outer RSCC
excluding the term
Hamming error weight distribution.
For the precoded dicode channel concatenated to the RSCC,
using the same approximations as above, it can be shown that
the ML BER upper bound of Appendix A is dominated by the
terms
(23)

, which
function

by
. Substituting these approximate bounds
in the BER upper bound in (19), we get a looser but insightful
bound

(20)

where

is given by
(24)

Note that we only kept those terms with error length equal to
, since they have the dominant interthe Hamming distance
leaver gain exponent at each . In this case, the dominant error
will have
as shown in Table V.
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TABLE IV
INTERLEAVER GAIN OF RSCC WITH NO PRECODING VERSUS EPCC-RSCC, d

TABLE V
INTERLEAVER GAIN OF RSCC WITH PRECODING VERSUS EPCC-RSCC, d

First, we note that for RSCC on the nonprecoded dicode
channel, the interleaver gain exponents are all negative for
to
, which are the terms that dominate the
BER for medium to high SNRs. Second, we note that the error
patterns, for this same range of error Euclidean distances, up
, all belong to the dominant error class. As a result,
to
EPCC-RSCC manages to substantially increase the interleaver
. Also, for
, where stand-alone
gain by a factor of
RSCC does not achieve any interleaver gain, the EPCC-RSCC
.
scheme has an impressive interleaver gain of
The extremely low exponents suggest that EPCC-RSCC will
have a large gain even for relatively short interleavers, and
would thus deliver satisfactory gains in short to medium RSCC
codeword sizes. At the same time, for such short interleavers,
the stand-alone RSCC would considerably suffer in terms of the
turbo gain. These conclusions will be numerically demonstrated
in the next section by evaluating the BER bound for interleavers
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=7

= f2; 3; 4; 5g

is signifas short as 100 bits. Furthermore, although
icantly larger in EPCC-RSCC compared to stand-alone RSCC
, the term
is still several
for the same
orders of magnitude lower for EPCC-RSCC. Although less
important, we also show the interleaver gain for higher error
Euclidean distances in Tables III and Table IV. Most notably,
corrects errors
EPCC-RSCC
and
,
belonging to the dominant error class for
increasing, in the process, the maximum interleaver gain by
a factor of , a turbo gain that becomes more substantial for
, stand-alone RSCC
large interleavers. Actually, for
possess no interleaver gain, while EPCC-RSCC’s BER is dominated by the untargeted set of nondominant errors that result
, still achieving an interleaver gain. On the
in the factor
would
other hand, EPCC-RSCC
. Note that although all errors
offer no advantage when
when
, their multiplicity
exceeds
belong to
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Fig. 5.

T d

log  (

)

of (7, 5) RSCC with and without precoding versus (7, 5) RSCC + (630, 616) EPCC of multiple correction power m

the maximum multiple-error-pattern correction capability of
. However, EPCC-RSCC
manages to improve the maximum interleaver gain to
, by
to
by a factor of
.
reducing the contribution of
Comparing the interleaver gain exponents of the stand-alone
RSCC with channel precoding and EPCC-RSCC in Table V, we
and
note that EPCC-RSCC focuses on error events of
, improving the interleaver gain by a factor of
,
and
at
, respectively. Note that the RSCC’s
compared to EPCCinterleaver gain is better by a factor of
, suggesting that as SNR goes down, RSCC
RSCC at
with precoding would have a better BER.
Overall, the comparison of the maximum interleaver gain factors predicts that the EPCC-RSCC’s BER floor will be far lower
than that of stand-alone RSCC with and without precoding. We
summarize that EPCC-RSCC offers an effective way to enhance
spectrum thinning of low Euclidean distances (and thus high
SNR performance), whereas existing serial concatenation allows only a limited ability of lowering the error floor since the
floor BER is not a strong function of the interleaver size in existing methods.

VI. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS AND SIMULATION RESULTS
Utilizing the analytic ML upper bound on the BER of standalone RSCC versus EPCC-RSCC, we study the relative performance of these systems for different levels of the severity of ISI.
We make extensive use of (18) for this. We also study the dicode
for a variety of EPCC parameters. We will aschannel
sume throughout the analysis that the SNR rate penalty (in dB)
, where is the code rate. Also reis proportional to
call that EPCC-RSCC needs to be employed without channel
precoding.

Fig. 6.

T d

log  (

f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 10g.

)

of (7, 5) RSCC

+

= 3

.

(630, 616) EPCC for

m

=

A. The ML BER Bound and the Iterative Decoder Simulation
BER
The log of the average Euclidean distance distribution,
calculated using (13), is shown in Fig. 5 for the
nonprecoded dicode channel concatenated to either RSCC
or EPCC-RSCC. Fig. 5 also includes the Euclidean distance
distribution for the precoded dicode channel concatenated to
is
RSCC, derived in a similar way to that of [14].
calculated for an RSCC of code sequence length
,
which is also the interleaver size. The RSCC has generator
polynomial connections (7, 5) in octal format with base rate
punctured to rate
. The inner code is a
EPCC with
.
From the average Euclidean distance distribution, we can
conclude that for RSCC, precoding would exhibit larger interleaver gains compared to no precoding in the waterfall region,
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Fig. 7. SNR required to achieve a 10
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BER: simulated (using TEs) versus bound for various concatenation systems using (7, 5) RSCC.

i.e., low to medium SNRs. This is because
is lower
. However, for higher
for precoding everywhere when
SNRs, in the error floor region, the contribution of squared
Euclidean distance 2 becomes stronger, and as seen in the
figure, the average number of Hamming weight 2 errors that
is more for the precoded case than it is for the
generate
nonprecoded case. On the other hand, the EPCC concentrates
on low Euclidean distances, reducing their frequency substan. This would result in improved BER in the
tially up to
error floor and similar waterfall BER to the concatenation of
nonprecoded dicode and stand-alone RSCC. Fig. 6 shows the
truncated Euclidean distance distribution for different values of
, where we observe that if we
the EPCC correction power
beyond , the frequency suppression of
continue to increase
will remain the same. This means
Euclidean distances
that the error floor will cease to improve after this point, and
the gains will mostly be in the waterfall region. In Fig. 7 we
study the upper bounds on the ML decoder BER along with
.
the simulated BERs of the iterative decoders for
The code parameters are the same as in Fig. 5. Comparing the
BER for the nonprecoded
minimum SNR required for a
channel, it is shown based on the bound that the ML
decoder of EPCC-RSCC has a gain of about 0.7 dB compared
. On
to the ML decoder of stand-alone RSCC for
the other hand, the ML decoder of RSCC with precoding has
which turns into a loss of 0.1 dB
a gain of 0.5 dB at
, relative to RSCC without precoding. The ML BER
at
, since the average
of RSCC with precoding improves as
Euclidean distance of dominant error patterns grows with their
. This is because for
Hamming distance when
crossing branches contribute to Euclidean distance growth (by
for every crossing). On the other hand, for a given
EPC power
, the ML BER of the EPCC-RSCC improves
, since the list of targeted dominant
only slightly as
error patterns is the same for all , and those are corrected
irrespective of their Euclidean distances.

The simulated BERs of the respective iterative TEs are also
shown in Fig. 7. To guarantee convergence of the suboptimal
iterative decoders we run 10 turbo iterations for all TE systems. We used up to 100 test patterns in the list-decoder of the
TE-EPCC [17], and each test word has up to two error patterns from the dominant list. One important remark regarding
the comparison of the ML upper bound and simulation BER is
that the bound is averaged over all possible interleaver permutations, i.e., uniform interleaving is assumed. This means that
for certain interleaver instances, the ML BER can be above the
upper bound. However, at least one interleaver will have the
same BER as the average uniform interleaver [6], [13], and is
guaranteed to fall below the upper bound. Another remark is
that the upper bound is on the ML decoder BER, while the simulated BERs reflect the performance of iterative decoding and
turbo equalization, which is suboptimal.
For these reasons, sometimes simulated performance will actually be worse than the bound, as can be seen in the case of
RSCC with precoding. Nonetheless, the actual gain gaps between TE-EPCC and conventional TEs seem even larger than
predicted by the ML upper bound. As such, we believe that the
ML bound comparison provides a conservative estimate on the
relative performance of our scheme. One final remark is that
the EPCC-RSCC ML bound is somewhat loose at low levels
of ISI. The reason is that the energies of dominant error events
are much larger in long events compared to short ones, and this
larger spread of energies means that the list-decoder’s miscorrection probability is lower. This is because the list decoder can
now order the candidate codewords more accurately according
to their more widely spaced reliabilities.
In Fig. 8 we plot the SNR gain of EPCC-RSCC over standalone RSCC for the nonprecoded dicode channel defined as the
difference in the minimum SNR required to achieve a BER of
for both systems. For this relatively low BER, there is a
growing SNR gain furnished by EPCC-RSCC as
, with
the growth capped at 0.5 dB. Furthermore, for a given , the
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Fig. 8. SNR gain (dB) of EPCC-RSCC over RSCC with no precoding at a BER of 10
interleaver size N = 616.

as a function of ISI level

for RSCC punctured rate

R

= 8=9 and

Fig. 9. Minimum SNR (dB) required to achieve a BER of 10 for RSCC with and without precoding versus EPCC-RSCC with fd = 10; L = 1g for different
interleaver sizes. The punctured rate of RSCC is 8=9 for all cases.

SNR gain of EPCC-RSCC grows with increasing
; a 2 dB
from 1 to 5 for
improvement can be achieved by increasing
, which suggests that EPCC-RSCC can be made
more resilient to severe ISI at the expense of higher decoder
complexity.
B. Interleaver Gain
Based on the above discussion on the validity of using the ML
upper bounds for performance comparison, we can investigate
fairly low BERs, which are hard to reach through Monte Carlo
simulation. In Fig. 9 we study the minimum SNR to achieve a
using EPCC-RSCC and stand-alone RSCC
low BER of

with and without precoding and based on interleaver lengths
bits. Again, the
.
outer RSCC is a (7, 5) code punctured to rate
The SNR gain of EPCC-RSCC over RSCC with no precoding
is 2.3 dB, 3 dB, and 4 dB for EPC powers
using
, respectively. On the other hand, using
,
this shrinks to 1.1 dB, 1.3 dB, and 1.8 dB for EPCC correction
, respectively.
powers
We note that as the interleaver size
of EPCC-RSCC increases, the turbo gain of EPCC-RSCC increases accordingly.
Also, since we maintain the same number of parity bits as the
codeword length increases, less SNR rate penalty is incurred as
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Fig. 10. SNR gain (dB) of EPCC-RSCC over stand-alone RSCC with no precoding at several BER operating points as a function of
code, punctured to
.
and interleaver size

R = 8=9

N = 616

m

for the outer (7, 5) RSCC

, and use shortening to fit fractions of EPCC
i.e., make
codewords in one interleaver block. For instance, we implement
,
a (114, 100) EPCC of rate 0.88 for interleaver length
and a (630, 616) EPCC plus a shortened (398, 384) EPCC for
.
C. SNR Gain as Function of

Fig. 11. An interpolated contour plot of the minimum SNR required by EPCCfor different combinations of
and
RSCC to achieve BER
, and RSCC (7, 5) of punctured
.

1200

= 10

R = 8=9

m

L ;N =

increases. On the other hand, the number of error patterns per
codeword increases for larger , surpassing EPCC’s correction
capability. Due to these conflicting effects of the EPCC-RSCC,
its minimum required SNR plateaus and even increases as
increase slightly beyond a certain point. All in all, the relative
advantage of EPCC-RSCC in practical systems would be most
visible with small interleaver sizes. Furthermore, as can be obis also most effective for
served in the figure, increasing
smaller interleaver sizes.
In practical EPCC construction, in order to obtain shorter
EPCC code lengths while serially concatenating one EPCC
, the
codeword per RSCC interleaved codeword, i.e.,
EPCC code length is shortened from the (630, 616) EPCC at
the same level of redundancy. When it is necessary to support
interleaver sizes above 630, we duplicate EPCC codewords,

and

The performance of EPCC-RSCC can be further improved by
increasing its multiple error correction capability , per EPCC
codeword. However, the complexity of the practical decoder
would increase accordingly as more test words have to be constructed in the list decoder [17]. Fig. 10 shows EPCC-RSCC’s
SNR gains over stand-alone RSCC with no precoding for several BER operating points, as functions of
EPCC maximum correction capability (from
to
). The
RSCC is the same
code and
, and
for the EPCC. The curves demonstrate that EPCC-RSCC’s SNR
gain grows almost linearly as
is increased. Another design
method to increase the correction capability of EPCC-RSCC,
without considerably increasing its complexity, is to use
EPCC codewords per interleaver block. To study the design
space spanned by
and
for a given interleaver size, we
evaluate the BER bound for the set composed of the Cartesian
and
.
product of the sets
Then we plot a continuous contour of the minimum SNR to
achieve BER
by interpolating the values found at the
elements of the Cartesian product. A contour plot with an SNR
step of
dB is shown in Fig. 11. Again,
and
. We note that the combinations
and
require a similar minimum SNR of
. Nonetheless, as can be seen
6.6 dB to achieve a BER of
in Fig. 11, the slope of the equi-SNR contour lines decreases
for higher
and lower
. This means that as the number of
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Fig. 12. BER simulation of EPCC-RSCC and stand-alone RSCC for various rates.

Fig. 13. Minimum SNR required to achieve 10 ML BER for stand-alone RSCC with and without precoding versus EPCC-RSCC, as a function of the outer (7,
= 1200 and assuming a f
=3
=1
= 10g EPCC.
5) RSCC punctured rate for

N

m

;L

;d

EPCC codewords increases per interleaver block, the correction capability plateaus, especially when
. This is due to
the higher level of redundancy required by the shortened EPCC
to maintain the maximum correction capability
of the original nonshortened EPCC. For instance, at one extreme, to maintain the correction capability at a shortened EPCC code length
of 44 bits, i.e.,
and
, a shortened EPCC of
rate 0.68 would incur a staggering rate penalty of 1.7 dB. An alternative concatenation approach that avoids the rate penalty of
serial concatenation to a short inner EPCC is discussed in [25].

D. Puncturing Rate
We also wish to study the advantage of EPCC-RSCC at various total system rates and distributions of redundancy between
the outer RSCC and inner EPCC codewords. In Fig. 12, we compare the simulated BERs of RSCC without precoding versus
EPCC-RSCC for interleaver length
, different RSCC
punctured rates and EPCC parameters:
and
.
The results show that EPCC-RSCC composed of either
(630, 616) EPCC or
(210, 199) EPCC concatenated to
a rate RSCC achieves the same BER in the error floor region.
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Furthermore, either configuration outperforms comparable rate
EPCC-RSCC furnishing a
stand-alone RSCCs, with
,
gain of 1.5 dB with respect to the rate- RSCC at BER
and
EPCC-RSCC delivering a similar gain over the
rate- RSCC. Moreover, either EPCC-RSCC scheme delivers a
1 dB SNR gain over the precoded RSCC of rate .
For a complete investigation of a wide range of coding rates,
we compare the minimum SNR required to achieve a BER of
(obtained from the bound) for punctured RSCC rates from
to , comparing EPCC-RSCC and the stand-alone RSCC
with and without precoding. Such a comparison is shown in
, different puncturedFig. 13 for interleaver length
EPCC with
rates for RSCC, and assuming a
and
. We conclude from the results that EPCC-RSCC
delivers a uniform gain of 1.5 dB for puncturing rates above
. The abnormal peak in BER for puncturing rate is due to
the particular choice of puncturing table. The reason why the
rate- and rate- stand-alone RSCCs with precoding outperfor
form EPCC-RSCC can be explained by examining
these puncturing rates. It is shown in [24] using a similar approach to [18], that the outer RSCC does not generate Hamming weight 2 errors for these low puncturing rates, i.e., the
. Since the BER
minimum free distance of RSCC is
performance of stand-alone RSCC with precoding is dominated
by these errors in the floor region, the corresponding BER is
significantly improved, surpassing EPCC-RSCC at those rates.
In summary, the stand-alone RSCC is more effective when the
minimum Hamming distance of the outer code is larger than 2
for the precoded dicode channel. The stand-alone RSCC is less
effective than EPCC-RSCC for punctured high rate codes.
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APPENDIX A
A. Simple BER Bound Expressions for
1) Stand-Alone RSCC: As discussed above for the nonprecoded
channel, the Euclidean distance of a compound
error event of multiplicity and crossing branches is given
by
where is the Hamming distance of the compound error event.
In order to compare the channel SNR of different levels of ISI
, we make use of the noise variance normalization

in which case the dicode channel has the base noise variance
. When the EPCC is turned off, the expression of the BER
reduces to

(25)
A good approximation of the function that is accurate for a
wide range of abscissa is borrowed from [26], and is given by

VII. CONCLUSION
Hence,
In this work, we have studied the BER of the serial concatenation of an EPCC and an interleaved RSCC over ISI channels
as an alternative to a single RSCC with and without an inner
precoder. To facilitate the study of system performance for a
wide range of coding rates, interleaver sizes, and EPCC design
parameters, we have derived an upper bound on the ML BER
of EPCC-RSCC that is easy to evaluate and that scales well
with system parameters. We have also shown how the EPCC
enhances turbo equalization by reducing the frequency of error
words of low Euclidean distance, which dominate the BER in
the error floor region. Numerical results, calculated via the derived bound, indicate that EPCC-RSCC delivers substantial gain
for short interleaver lengths compared to stand-alone RSCC for
precoded and nonprecoded ISI channels, which suggests the
TE-EPCC scheme is more attractive than the conventional TE
for hardware implementation. Also, we have demonstrated that
EPCC-RSCC provides a uniform gain of 1.5 dB over standalone RSCC for puncturing rates above 0.75, which indicates
EPCC-RSCC is more suitable for high rate applications, such
as magnetic and optical recording applications, while the standalone RSCC is a better choice for very low coding rates assuming precoding is employed.

in (25) is composed of two terms as in

where

(26)
Evaluating the summation over by utilizing the binomial identity we obtain

(27)
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After some algebraic manipulation, (27) simplifies to

After some algebraic manipulation and gathering of geometric
series terms we obtain the simplified expression

(28)
where
is the confluent hypergeometric function of the first
kind [27], [28].
, is ex2) EPCC-RSCC: The BER of EPCC-RSCC,
pressed as the residual error rate after subtracting the error rate
, from the standcomponent that is correctable by the EPCC,
alone RSCC BER for the nonprecoded channel, , as expressed
in

Similar to (26), using the

(31)
where
is the generalized hypergeometric function [29].
3) Stand-Alone RSCC and Precoded ISI Channels: By examining the precoded trellis in Fig. 3, the squared Euclidean
distance of a compound error event of Hamming distance and
length for the precoded channel
is

function approximation we have

Substituting this expression in the ML bound on BER of the
precoded dicode channel derived in [14], and utilizing the approximation of the function once again, we obtain
with

(29)

which can be expanded into two sum terms depending on the
value of

(30)

(32)
Evaluating the summation over by utilizing the binomial identity, we obtain after some simplification

(33)
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This can be simplified to a single sum over by the utility of
the generalized hypergeometric representation, which is given
by

(34)
When
, we can use similar approximations to the ones
used in the derivation of the interleaver gain exponent, by which
one reaches a looser, albeit simpler, bound

(35)
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